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Coordinators meeting  

Travelling Raises an Inclusive Partnership 

 

1. Ms Ladňaková welcomed all the members of the team and started the meeting. She 

reminded that every country is supposed to prepare one day trip for the group of 25 

people who are disadvantaged - it could be disadvantaged students or seniors and the 

students have to prepare itinerary for this trip and they have to plan the journey, the 

date and the time, km. The template is available on google drive. The deadline is till 

the end of December.  

2. Miss Ladňaková will prepare a mobility tool of this Italian mobility with the whole 

description and the task for every member of TRIP team is to put their participants into 

this platform.  

3. Another obligatory thing is dissemination. So on Google Drive every country has to 

upload all the material such as photos, videos descriptions of seminars and more 

about our trip mobility. 

4. A guide of UNESCO heritage from Turkey has to be done till the next mobility in 

Lithuania. In this guide there should be about four monuments and approximately five 

lines to each of the monuments in Turkish language but also in English. The guide of 

UNESCO heritage from Italy has to be done as well by the Italian partner till 30th of 

November 2021. The guide of UNESCO heritage should be uploaded into Google 

Drive and all the countries have to translate it into their national languages till end of 

the year 2021.  

5. Handbook for tourist guide is at the moment in the process and it will be done by the 

end of the year so till the end of December and the first two chapters will be prepared 

by Slovak team. 

6. Dictionary is prepared on Google Drive and every country has to translate those terms 

into their own languages. 
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7. Itinerary has to be prepared for each single mobility so Turkey and Italy both have to 

prepare itineraries and have to upload them and they should not forget to put 

kilometres in. 

8. Video from Italian mobility should be prepared before the Lithuanian mobility so Maria 

needs to upload this video into YouTube channel for TRIP. Italy also needs to upload 

all the presentations of students, all the videos and photos into Google Drive output - 

presentation (format PDF) and this is the task for all other countries as well! 

9. Lesson plan about Italian UNESCO heritage has to be done and implemented into 

school curriculums until Lithuanian mobility.  

10. As far as Turkish team is not presenting, they have to prepare a video on topographic 

preparation and upload it on google drive.  

11. The main dissemination event will be a mini fair - one per each country so right now 

every country should be thinking about how to prepare this mini fair, how to manage 

it, who will be involved (tourism organisation…?) 

12. All the partners agreed on the following dates of mobilities: Lithuania 21st of November 

till 27th of November, Spain 6th of February till the 12th of February, Poland from 20th 

of March till the 26th of March and Slovakia from 2nd of May till the 8th of May.  

13. For the next mobility in Lithuania all the participating students have to prepare a 

presentation about sport and adventure tourism in their own countries. 

14. Miss Ladňaková as the coordinator is going to prepare a Word document with all the 

things that should be involved in the programme for Lithuanian mobility. 

15. Lithuanian team should contact a travel agency about giving a presentation or lecture 

on sport and adventure tourism with at least two UNESCO heritage sides. The travel 

agency will present this to all the participating countries and the Lithuanian team 

should also prepare a video about their UNESCO heritage. The lecture and workshop 

in Lithuania will be provided by the coordinator-Miss Ladňaková.  

16. Italian team is responsible to write a report after mobility in Italy. 
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17. During the discussion we were talking about Turkish team and that they need to find 

out from their national agency how to manage the budget because their students 

weren’t travelling. But because they were online, Corina needs ro mark down those 

who were online. 

 


